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FUNCTORIAL TOPOLOGIES ON ABELIAN GROUPS 

D. BOYER AND A. MADER 

1. Introduction. B. Charles [3] introduced the concept of "functorial 
topology" which includes the ubiquitous /7-adic and Z-adic topologies. 
He proposed a method for constructing such topologies which was slightly 
generalized by Fuchs [4], Vol I, p. 33. Closer inspection shows that this 
method amounts to specifying the class of discrete groups and furnishing 
all other groups with the coarsest topology required to make all homo-
morphisms continuous. The "discrete classes" satisfy certain closure 
properties and studying these classes enables us to partially solve Fuchs' 
Problem 2, [4], asking for a description of functorial linear topologies. 
There is no bijective correspondence between functorial topologies and 
discrete classes — examples are readily available (see 2.8) — but there is 
a bijective correspondence between the "minimal functorial topologies" 
obtained via the Charles-Fuchs construction and discrete classes (Theorem 
2.5). We call a functorial topology "ideal" if in addition to having con
tinuous homomorphisms all epimorphisms are open maps. This is true 
for the /?-adic and Z-adic topologies, for example. We obtain a bijective 
correspondence between linear ideal functorial topologies and "ideal" 
discrete classes. The latter are satisfactorily characterized (3.5, 3.11, 
3.19) except for one nasty case. 

In describing the ideal discrete classes we adopt the methods of Balcer-
zyk's description [1] of "classes" (= Serre classes). A Serre class is a class 
of groups closed under subgroups, homomorphic images, and extensions; 
while an ideal discrete class is only closed under subgroups, homomorphic 
images, and finite direct sums. Because of this difference all of Balcerzyk's 
results had to be modified, and we present our own proofs and arrange
ment. The later theorems on mixed groups have no analogues in [1]. 

In §2 we discuss functorial topologies and discrete classes. In §3 we 
outline without proofs the steps involved in describing the ideal discrete 
classes, and in §4 we supply the proofs. In a final section we discuss pos
sible further work and related literature. 

We use the standard notation of Fuchs [4], and all unexplained ter
minology and symbols can be found there. We write maps on the right. 
P is the set of all primes; p always denotes a prime; TVis the set of positive 
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integers; Card is the class of all cardinal numbers; z(A) is the type of 
the torsion-free rank 1 group A. If % is a characteristic, [̂ ] denotes the 
type represented by i- For a group M, Mt denotes the maximal torsion 
subgroup, and Mtf = M/Mt. 

All groups considered are abelian and "group" stands for abelian group. 

2. Functorial topologies. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let {% be a full subcategory of the category sé of abelian 
groups, and let 3T be the category of topological abelian groups. A 
functorial topology on J1 is a functor T: 8& -• 3T such that for any A in 08, 
T(A) = (A, TA), where TA denotes the topology on A, and for any mor-
phism/in sé, T(f) — f If, moreover, every epimorphism is an open map, 
then T is an ideal functorial topology. A functorial topology T is linear 
if TA is a linear topology for every group A. 

The concept of functorial topology is due to Charles [3]. The condition 
T(f) = /implies that every homomorphism is continuous. 

Our first theorem shows, among other things, that there is no need to 
look at functorial topologies on subcategories of sé since any functorial 
topology defined on a full subcategory extends to sé. In particular, the 
functorial topology which assigns the discrete topology to all groups of 
a given class of groups extends to a functorial topology on sé. In the latter 
case the extension is the one suggested by Charles and Fuchs. 

THEOREM 2.2. a) Let & be a full subcategory of sé and suppose T is a 
functorial topology on 08. Then T is the restriction of a functorial topology 
T defined on sé. 

h) If & is closed under subgroups, isomorphic groups, and finite direct 
sums, then there is an extension T of T such that TD is discrete if and only if 
D e 08 and TD is discrete. 

PROOF, a) For A is sé let %A be the family of finite intersections of sets 
of the form U(j>-1 with <f> e Hom(^4, B), B e 08, and U an open neigh
borhood of 0 in B. It is straightforward to check that <*UA satisfies the 
conditions of Hewitt-Ross [7], (4.5), p. 18, and hence is a neighborhood 
basis for a group topology TA on A. We check next that every homomor
phism is continous with respect to the topologies TA. Let a e Horn {A, B), 
(j) e Horn(B, C), C e f , and £/an open neighborhood of 0 in (C, Tc). 
TThen U(f>-1 is a member of a subbasis of open neighborhoods of 0 in 
(B, TB) and (JJcj)-1) or1 = U(a<f>)-1 is open in (A, TA). Hence, a is con
tinuous. Finally, suppose A belongs to f. If U is an open neighborhood 
of 0 in (A, TA), then by definition of TA, U id^1 = U is open in TA, 
so TA cz TA. On the other hand, if U is an open neighborhood of 0 
in {B, TB), with B in @9 and if ci e Horn(,4, B), then U <f>~1 is open in 
{A, TA) since Tis a functorial topology. Thus TA c TA. 
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b) Let T be as in a). The "if" part of the claim is clear by a). Now sup-
suppose fD is discrete. Then there are finitely many groups Bt e & and 
maps <pi e HomOD, Bt) such that fl Ker ^ t = 0. By hypothesis ®Bt- e 08. 
Define J:D -> ©2?,- by aâ = Tia<j>i- Then J is a monomorphism. The 
closure properties of & imply that Disine and TD = TD is discrete. 

From now on we always assume that functorial topologies are defined 
on all of stf. Theorem 2.2 says that a functorial topology can be con
structed from a given class of discrete groups. On the other hand, a func
torial topology T determines the class <g(T) of all groups A such that 
TA is discrete. 

THEOREM. 2.3. If T is a functorial topology, then <£(T) is closed under 
subgroups, isomorphic groups, and finite direct sums. If T is ideal, then 
^(T) is also closed under epimorphic images. 

PROOF. If <f> : A -• B is a monomorphism and B is discrete, then 0 = 
O0"1 is open in A, so A is discrete. Hence, ^(T) is closed under subgroups 
and isomorphic copies. Suppose A = ®Bh a. finite direct sum, B{ discrete. 
Let %i\A -• Bt be the projections. Then 0 = f| O ^ 1 is open in A, so A is 
discrete. Finally, if T is ideal and <f>: A -> B is an epimorphism, hence 
continuous and open, then TB is the quotient topology of TA. Hence, if A 
is discrete, so is B. 

The preceding results motivate the following definition. 

DEFINITION 2.4. A class of groups is a discrete class if it is closed under 
subgroups, isomorphic groups and finite direct sums. A discrete class is 
an ideal discrete class if it is also closed under homomorphic images. A 
functorial topology Tis minimal if for every A in j / , Uis a neighborhood 
of 0 in A if and only if Ker <f> a U for some <f> e Hom(A, D) with D e ^(T). 

It is immediate that, starting with a discrete class ^ , the construction 
used in 2.2 b) yields a linear minimal functorial topology, and it is trivial 
that for a minimal functorial topology <g(T) determines T. This proves the 
following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.5. The map T -» <g(T) is a bijective correspondence between 
minimal functorial topologies and discrete classes. 

We will see below that a functorial topology need not be minimal even 
if it is linear. The situation is nicer for ideal functors and classes, as we 
see in the next theorem. 

THEOREM 2.6. Every linear ideal functorial topology is minimal, and 
T -> ^(T) is a bijective correspondence between linear ideal functorial to
pologies and ideal discrete classes. 
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PROOF. TO show minimality let U be a neighborhood of 0 in A. Since 
Tis linear, there is an open subgroup F contained in U. Now A/Vis dis
crete since Tis ideal and V = Ker (A -» A/V), thus proving minimality, 
By 2.3, if Tis ideal, so is <g(T). Conversely, if ^ is an ideal discrete class, 
let T be the linear functorial topology constructed in 2.2 b). We must 
prove that Tis ideal. Let a: A -• B be an epimorphism. Let £/be a neigh
borhood of 0 in A. Then U contains an open subgroup K, and A/V is 
discrete. Now BjVa is a homomorphic image of A/V and since <g(T) is 
ideal 2?/Fa is discrete. So Fa is an open subgroup of B and since Va c: 
t/a, Lfa is a neighborhood of 0 in B. 

It is easy to list discrete and ideal discrete classes defining well-known 
and not so well-known minimal functorial topologies. The following are 
ideal discrete classes: the class of all bounded/^-groups (/?-adic topology); 
all bounded groups (Z-adic topology); all groups with minimum condition 
(Prüfer topology, [4], Vol. I, p. 31); all finite groups (the finite index topol
ogy) ; all finitely generated groups ; all /?-groups ; all torsion groups ; all 
groups of finite torsion free rank ; all groups of cardinality < Ji where 
Ji\s an infinite cardinal. The following are discrete but not ideal discrete 
classes: all /^-groups of length <1 (the "/^-topology"); all torsion free 
groups; all torsion free groups of finite rank; all free groups; all direct 
sums of cyclic groups. 

Indeed, every class of groups is contained in a smallest discrete class 
and a smallest ideal discrete class. The following theorem describes these 
classes in detail. 

THEOREM 2.7. Let £fbe a non-void class of groups. The class of all groups 
isomorphic to some subgroup of some finite direct sum of groups of £f is the 
smallest discrete class <£ containing £f. The class of all homomorphic images 
of groups in <$ is the smallest ideal discrete class containing Sf. 

The proof is straightforward and simple. 
We conclude this section with an example of a linear functorial topol

ogy which is not minimal. 

EXAMPLE 2.8. Fix/> and let 31 be the category of all /^-groups. For G in 
@t take the large subgroups defined by Pierce [11] as a neighborhood basis 
at 0 for G. The characterization of large subgroups, [11], Section 2, im
plies immediately that every homomorphism between /?-groups topol-
ogized in this fashion is continuous. Let Tbc the extension to sé of this 
functorial topology such that T satisfies 2.2 b). By 2.2 b) and [11], Ex
amples 1., p. 218, <g(T) is the class of all bounded/^-groups. The minimal 
functorial topology associated with this class is the/7-adic topology, and it 
is well-known and easily seen from Pierce's results that the /7-adic topol
ogy on G and TG usually do not coincide. 
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3. Discrete classes. Let ^ be a discrete class. Following Balcerzyk [1], 
we introduce certain subclasses of <̂ . We call a group component bounded 
if it is torsion and its primary components are bounded. Let k stand for 
either cb (= component bounded), dt ( = divisible torsion), t (= torsion) 
or (/*(= torsion free). A fc-group is a group which is k. We let <gk be the 
class of all A>groups in ^ . For k = cb, dt we call a class <€' of fc-groups 
possible if # ' = ^ for some discrete class <g. For k = /, r/we call a class 
<£" of fc-groups possible if # ' = ^ for some ideal discrete class ^ . 

It is clear that a class ^ of co-groups is possible if and only if ^ is a 
discrete class. We begin by characterizing the possible classes ^ of cb-
groups in terms of families of functions whose values are the invariants of 
the groups of ^ . This accomplishes a classification of all minimal func
torial topologies for which every discrete group is cb; in particular, it 
describes the possible minimal functorial topologies on the category of 
all co-groups. It is interesting that these functorial topologies are neces
sarily ideal. Next we characterize the possible classes <é of dt-groups again 
in terms of families of functions whose values are the invariants of the 
groups in # . We then consider known the possible classes of cò-groups 
and of A-groups, and characterize the possible classes of f-groups in 
terms of pairs (<£", <g") where <g" is a possible class of co-groups, and <g" 
is a possible class of ^-groups. This is a departure from Balcerzyk's ap
proach which uses complicated families of functions to do the same. At 
this point we accomplished a description of all minimal functorial topol
ogies for which every discrete group is torsion; in particular, we have a 
classification of the possible minimal functorial topologies on the cate
gory of all ^-groups. The characterization of possible classes of //-groups 
breaks into three separate cases. Having characterized these Balcerzyk is 
finished since Serre classes are closed under extensions and, hence, a Serre 
class <€ consists of all groups M with Mt e <€t and Mtf e <gtf. In the case of 
ideal discrete classes # , a mixed group M with Mt e <j£t and Mtf e <gtf may 
or may not belong to # , and further work is needed. 

We now state the results in detail. 
The invariant of the eft-group G is the function iG : P x N -» Card such 

that iG(p, n) is the cardinality of cyclic summands of order pn in a decom
position of G into a direct sum of indecomposable cyclic groups. For a 
discrete class <% of cô-groups we denote by I($) the family of invariants 
of the groups of <̂ . Our first theorem characterizes such classes <g in terms 
of families of functions P x N -» Card. Both the statement and the 
proof (see 4.1) of this theorem is much simpler than the corresponding 
Theorem 6, [1], p. 165, of Balcerzyk, mainly due to the fact that we need 
not worry about closure under extensions. 

THEOREM 3.1. a) Let I be a family of functions on P x N to Card. Then 
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/ = I(^)for some discrete class <g of cb-groups if and only if the following 
three conditions hold. 

(3.2) For each ie I there exists a positive integer M(p) such that i(p, n) = 0 
whenever n > M(p). 

(3.3) Ifi, j e I, then i 4- j e /. 
(3.4) If is I, andj: P x N -• Card satisfies 

ZAP, k) S £ i(p9 k) 

for allp andn, thenj e I. 
b) For two discrete classes <g, <%' of cb-groups <$ = <£' if and only ifl{%?) = 

COROLLARY 3.5. The minimal functorial topologies for which every dis
crete group is component bounded are in bijective correspondence with the 
families I of functions on P x M to Card satisfying (3.2)—(3.4). Such 
functorial topoligies are necessarily ideal. 

The first part of the corollary is immediate. The second claim follows 
the fact that every homomorphic image of a cò-group is embedded in that 
group (Fuchs-Kertesz-Szele [6], corollary, p. 469). 

The next theorem characterizes possible classes of ^//-groups in terms of 
families of functions. Let ^ be a possible class of ^/-groups. For D 
in <g let rD: P -» Card be defined by rD(p) = dim D[p]. Let R(<g) = 
{rD:DeV}. 

THEOREM 3.6. a) Let R be a family of functions on P to Card. Then 
R = R((g)for some possible class <$ of dt-groups if and only if the following 
two conditions hold. 

(3.7) IfreR,s:P-+ Card, and s S r, then seR. 
(3.8) 7/7, s e R, then r + s e R. 
b) For two possible classes tf, <€' of dt-groups', <£ = <%' if and only if 

R(<g) = R(<g'). 

This theorem is essentially Balcerzyk's Theorem 4, [1], p. 162. The proof 
is easy and we will only note that for a given possible class <%' of ^/-groups 
we take # to be the smallest discrete class containing <£' (2.7). It follows 
trivially that <gdt = <€'. 

It is evident that a class of /-groups is possible if and only if it is itself 
an ideal discrete class. 

THEOREM 3.9. a) 7/*^ is an ideal discrete class of t-groups and G is any 
group, then G etf if and only if G is embedded in a group H © D with 
He<gcband Detfdt. 

b) Let & be a possible class of cb-groups and let <g" be a possible class 
of dt-groups. Then there is an ideal discrete class <€ of t-groups such that 
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<gcb = <%' and%>dt = <£" if and only if the following condition holds. 
(3.10) Every cb-group embedded in a group ofW belongs to <£'. 

COROLLARY 3.11. The ideal discrete classes <g oft-groups are in bijective 
correspondence with the pairs (<£", <£") of possible classes <€' of cb-groups 
and possible classes <€" of dt-groups satisfying the compatibility condition 
(3.10). 

Our proof (4.2) of this theorem is considerably shorter than Balcerzyk's 
proof of his Theorem 7. We remark that for the purposes of topological 
applications the above results are quite satisfactory. A group A is topol-
ogized by means of the kernels of homomorphisms into members of a 
discrete class. The small kernels are relevant and hence the homomor
phisms into large discrete groups are of principal interest. The groups 
H ® D of 3.9a) are the "large" discrete groups since they contain all 
others. 

The compatibility condition (3.10) can easily be stated in terms of the 
invariants /(# ') and R(<g"): 

(3.12) If / : P x N -» Card is a function satisfying (3.2.) and 2**0?, k) 
^ r(p) for some r e R, then i e /(#")• 

We consider, next, possible classes of //-groups. Let <g be such a class. 
If <% contains groups of arbitrary rank, we let S($) = oo. In this case <% 
contains all free groups, and hence, the only ideal discrete class containing 
# is ^/. If <€ ^ j ^ , but # contains groups of infinite rank, we put S{<g) — 
min{r(A): A $ <£}. In this case it is easily seen that ^ contains exactly 
all //-groups of rank less than S(#). This leaves the case in which # con
tains only groups of finite rank. In this case we let S(^) = {T(A): Aetf 
and r(A) = 1). 

THEOREM 3.13 a) For any cardinal M > N0> there is a possible class 
y> of tf groups such that S{^) = Ji. In fact, if <g is the ideal discrete class 
of all groups with cardinality < Jt, then S(<gtf) = Jt. Also, S(s/tf) = oo. 

b) If S is a set of types, then S = S($) for some possible class <€ of 
tf groups if and only if the following two conditions hold. 

(3.14) Ifv e S and a is a type with a ^ r, then a e S. 
(3.15) Ifa,z e S, then a [} T e S. 
c) For two possible classes <€, <£' of tf groups S{<£) = S(<g') if and only 

if<g = <g*. 

This theorem owes much to Balcerzyk's Theorem 1, but there are by 
necessitv essential differences and we give an independent proof below 
(4.5). 

We are now left with the problem of mixed discrete groups. Our first 
theorem shows that the problem reduces to the case of mixed groups with 
component-bounded maximal torsion subgroups. 
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THEOREM 3.16. Let <€ be an ideal discrete class and G any group. Then 
G e <£ if and only if G is embedded in a group D ® M where D e y>dt, 
Me<g,Mte <gcb, and Mtf e <gtf. 

The following theorem characterizes in a satisfactory way those ideal 
discrete classes ^ for which S(^tf) is a cardinal. 

THEOREM 3.17. a) Let <$ be an ideal discrete class for which S(tftf) 
is a cardinal, and let G be any group. Then G e <g if any only if G is em
bedded in a group T® N with Te<gt and \N\ < S(<gtf). 

b) Let M be an uncountable cardinal, and & an ideal discrete class of 
torsion groups. Then there is an ideal discrete class %? with S($?tf) = J{ 
and<gt = <£' if and only if the following condition holds. 
(3.18) %?' contains all torsion groups of cardinality < Jt. 

COROLLARY 3.19. The ideal discrete classes ^ for which S{^tf) is a car
dinal are in bijective correspondence with the pairs {$', t #) where Jl is 
an uncountable cardinal and <€' is an ideal discrete class of torsion groups 
satisfying the compatibility condition (3.18). 

Finally we consider the involved case in which S(^tf) is a set of types, 
i.e., the ideal discrete class %? contains (/'-groups of finite rank only. We 
are not able to give a satisfactory solution in this case and restrict ourselves 
to giving an example which illustrates the difficulties which arise even in 
the simplest situations. 

LEMMA 3.20. Let S be a set of types satisfying (3.14) and (3.15). Then 
there exists a smallest ideal discrete class <€ such that S(^tf) = S. More
over, <%t consists of all groups 

e?=i ®pZ(pXitp)) 

where %t is a characteristic with [fa] e S. 

EXAMPLE 3.21. Let % be the characteristic with %(p) = 1 for all p, and 
let S = {T : T S lx\}' Let <£ be the smallest ideal discrete class with S(<gtf) 
= S. It follows easily from 3.20 that cgt consists of all groups ®pTp such 
that each Tp is a finite /?-group and pTp = 0 for almost all p. Let R = 
(l/p:pe Py g g . Then R e <gtf and R/Z ^ ®pZ(p). There is an obvious 
exact sequence 0 -* ®pZ(p) -• ®pZ(p2) -> R/Z -• 0 which can be em
bedded in a commutative diagram with exact rows and right square a 
pullback as follows. 

0 -> ®pZ(p) > M > R - 0 

r r 
0 - ®pZ(p)-*®pZ(p2) ->R/Z^0 
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Since 7* is surjective, so is ß. Since ®pZ(p2) <£ #/, the following three ob
servations hold. 

1) M is an extension of a group in fé7, by a group in <gtf which does not 
belong to fé7. 

2) If fé" is the smallest ideal discrete class containing ^ and Af, then <g\ 
is strictly larger than <gt. 

3) fé7' is an ideal discrete class with <ê\ = fé7^, S(<g'tf) a set of types and 
fé" contains non-split mixed groups. 

4. PROOFS. 

PROOF 4.1. (proof of 3.1 ) a) Assume first that / = /(fé7) for some discrete 
class fé7 of c6-groups. Then (3.2) holds since i is the invariant of a cò-group, 
and (3.3) holds since fé7 is closed under direct sums of two groups. Finally, 
let /, j be as in (3.4). Then / = iG for some cZ>-group G e fé", and j is the 
invariant for some cè-group H. An easy induction on the exponent of G 
shows that H is embedded in G. Hence H e fé7 and y' G /(fé5). 

Now suppose / satisfies conditions (3.2) — (3.4). Let fé7 be the class of 
direct sums of cyclic groups whose invariants are in /. By (3.2) every 
group of fé7 is cb. By definition <$ is closed under isomorphic copies. By 
(3.3) fé7 is closed under finite direct sums. Suppose G e fé7, G has invariant 
/ e /, and H g G. Let j be the invariant of H. Then 2ÄS>W j(p, h) = 
dim(p»-i/0 [P] ^ dim(p»-iG)[p] = £ ^ K /(/?, k). By (3.4) y G /, and hence 
H G fé7. Hence, fé7 is also closed under subgroups, and is a discrete class. 
It is clear that / = /(fé). 

b) Obvious. 

PROOF 4.2. (proof of 3.9) a) We will use the following lemma (Fuchs 
[5], Lemma 1, p. 302): Any /?-group G has a decomposition G = H ®K, 
where His bounded and r(K) = fin r(G) = fin r(K). 

Let G e fé7. Using the above lemma we write G = H © K with H cb 
and r(Kp) = fin r(Kp) for each prime/?. By Fuchs [4], Theorem 3.56, p. 150, 
Kcan be mapped homomorphically onto a torsion divisible group D with 
rDÌP) = n n r(Kp). The closure propertes of fé7 imply that / / e fé7^ and 
Z) e féV Since r(Kp) = fin r(A^) = rD(p), K can be embedded in D, and 
hence, G is embedded in / / © D as desired. The converse is trivial. 

b) Clearly, condition (3.10) is necessary. If fé7' and fé7" satisfy (3.10), 
let fé7 be the class of all subgroups of groups H © D with H e fé7' and D G 
fé7". Clearly, fé7 is closed under isomorphic copies and subgroups. Suppose 
G e <g9 (j) is a homomorphism on G, and G cz H ® D as in the definition 
of fé7. Then 0 extends to a homomorphism <fi oî H ® D into the divisible 
hull of G<f>. Since Zty is divisible, Im^ = K © Zty. Now A: S Im^/Zty, 
and the latter is obviously a homomorphic image of //, hence K is in fé7'. 
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Also Dcjj e fé"', so G<f> ^ Im0 = K® Z?0, # G fé", Zty G <T', and thus 
G$ G fé*. This shows that fé is an ideal discrete class. By definition of fé7, 
fé" a <gcb, and fé"' c #rf/. If ^ e fé^, A a H ® D, He<gf, Defé7", then 
^ c Z), and hence A e fé". So <gdt = fé7". IfKe<#eb9 K cz H®D,He fé7', 
2) G fé7", let 7T: # © D -* i /and p: 7/ © 2) -• Z> be the projections. Then 
KczKx ® Kp. Here KncHeW, so KxeW; while ATp is cô and 
embedded in # G fé7", so /fy G fé" by (3.10). It follows that Ke fé7' by the 
closure properties of fé". 

Corollary 3.11 is an immediate consequence of 3.9. 
The proof of 3.13 requires two facts which we will prove first. 

LEMMA 4.3. Let Rt{\ ^ / ^ n) be rank one tf-groups with corresponding 
types zt-. 

a) Iff* Hom(R1 © ... © Rn, Q), then r(Im^) = U fa: <f>\Ri * 0}. 
b) There is <j> e Hom(X © ••• © Rn, Q) such that <r(Im^) = z1 U T2 U 

- Urw. 

PROOF, a) Without loss of generality we may assume that <f>\R{ ^ 0 for 
all /. It is then obvious that z-(Im^) ^ T i U - U 7„. To prove the reverse 
inequality choose Xìezì- ^Xt(p) = °° f° r some /, then there is nothing to 
prove. Hence, suppose the %t{p) < oo for all /. Let a{ G R{ have character
istic Xv Then R{ = (aJqW'^: q G P, 0 ^ k(i, q) ^ ^ ) > and ImçJ = 
(arflqW'à : 1 ^ i ^n,qeP,0 g £(f, #) ^ &{?)>• Let v̂  be the additive 
/7-adic valuation on g. Then 0 ^ aeIrnçJ implies v^a) g max,{v/>(tf^) + 
ZiC/7)}- Since Vpia^) = 0 except for finitely many pairs (/, /?), we have 
Vp(a) ^ max;fa(/?)} f° r almost all p. This implies that r(Im^) ^ n U 
T2 U ••• U r», and the proof is complete. 

b) Let <j) be the direct sum of embeddings Rt -+ Q. Then <j>\R{ # 0, 
and a) proves the claim. 

The second fact is a lemma due to Balcerzyk, [1], p. 159. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let ^ be a possible class of tf-groups containing only groups 
of finite rank. Then G e <g if and only if G is embedded in a direct sum 
Ri © ••• © Rn of tf rank one groups with z(Ri) G Sty). 

PROOF. If G e fé, then G has finite rank, and hence G is embedded in a 
finite direct sum Qn. Let R; be the component of G in the zth summand Q. 
Then R{ e fé7, so z(Rt) G S(fé), and G is embedded in Rx © ••• © Rn. The 
converse follows immediately from the closure properties of fé\ 

PROOF 4.5. (proof of 3.13) a) This is immediate. 
b) Suppose first that S = 5(fé) for some possible class fé of //-groups. 

If z G S and G ^ T, let R be a rank one //-group with type z, and R' a rank 
one group with type a. Since z G 5, R G fé; and, since a ^ z, Rf is em-
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bedded in R. Hence, R' e <£ and a e S. This proves (3.14). Let a, z e S and 
let R and R' be rank one groups with types a and r. By Lemma 4.3 there 
is a rank one homomorphic image R" of R ® R' with type a {] z. Since 
R" e V, a U T e S. This proves (3.15). 

To prove the converse let S be given satisfying (3.14) and (3.15). Let 
<% be the smallest ideal discrete class containing all (/"rank one groups'J? 
with z(R) e S. It follows from 2.7 that <gtf contains only groups of finite 
rank, and clearly S(<gtf) => S. Suppose z e S(^tf). Then there is a rank one 
group R e <gtf with z(R) = z. By 2.7 there exist rank one groups Rt with 
z(Rt) e S and a homomorphism 0: JRX © ••• © i?w -> g such that Im^ = 
R. By 4.3, z = rCK) ^ r(i^i) U — U z(Rn); and hence r e i Thus S(<gtf) 
= 5, and this completes the proof. 

c) This is an immediate consequence of 4.4. 

PROOF 4.6. (proof of 3.16). Suppose G G <£\ By 3.9 a) there is a mono-
morphism a:Gt -> H © D with He<gcb and D e ^ . Hence, we get the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

e: 0 -> G, -• G -+ Gtf -+0 

ß\ 

cce:0-> H® D -+ N-+Gtf ->0 

The squares of the diagram are push-outs; hence, TV is a factor group of 
H ® D ® G, and thus belongs to ^ . Since a is injective, so is ß, and thus 
G is embedded in N. Since Z) is divisible, N = D ® M, and it is easily seen 
that M e ^ , Mt = He <gcb, and Mtf = Gtfe^tf. The converse is im
mediate. 

For the proof of 3.17 we need the following theorem (unpublished). 

THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that every subgroup S of the group U can be em
bedded in a direct summand of U of cardinality :g |SlKo> and suppose 
U ^ V. Then V = U' © V with U' a direct summand of U and \V'\ g 
1 ^ 1 Ko-

Note that U satisfies the hypothesis of 4.7 if U is a direct sum of cyclic 
groups. 

PROOF 4.8. (proof of 3.17) a) Suppose G e <€. By 3.16, G is embedded in 
D © M9 D e <edt, Me<g9Mte <gcìn Mtf e <gtf. By 4.7, M = T® N where 
Te<gcb and \N\ g \Mtf\ < S(&tf). Hence, G is embedded in T © TV with 
T = D ® Tetft and \N\ < S(Vtf). Conversely, if G is embedded in 
T® N,Tetft, \N\ < S(<gtf), then We <g since<etf contains all free groups 
of rank < S(<#tf) and thus G e ? . 

b) It is clear that the compatibility condition (3.18) is necessary. Con-
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versely, let M and # ' be given such that (3.18) holds. Let # be the smallest 
ideal discrete class containing <£' and all //-groups of cardinality < Ji. 
Then S(<gtf) è M. Suppose KeVtf. Then, by 2.7, there is Te <T, a tf-
group L with \L\ < Jt, a subgroup G of T © L and an epimorphism 
G -» K. Since ATis / / Gtf -» K, and since Gtf is embedded in ( r © L),/ = 
L, we have \K\ g |G„| ^ |L| < M. Hence, S (%) g M, so that SO^,) = 
J{ as claimed. Now suppose Te %. By 3.9 a) T is embedded in / / © D 
with /f G <écb and De<gdt. Thus, ^ c # ' and ^ c <g" will imply that 
^ c <T. Since trivially <T c <̂ „ we will have # , = <T and the proof will 
be finished. Suppose first that De<gdt. Then there is an epimorphism <j>: 
T® L^> D where Tetf', L is / / and \L\ < Jt. Since \L<j>\ ^ \L\ < M 
and L0 is torsion, (3.18) implies that Lcj) e <&'. Also Tcj) e c€' since <£' is 
closed under homomorphic images. Finally, L<fi © Tcj) e <g\ and there is 
a natural epimorphism Lcj) ® T<j> -» D, hence De^'. 

Finally, suppose He<gcb. As before we have G ^ T ® L, Te<g'9 L tf, 
\L\ < Jt, and an epimorphism cß: G -•> //. Note that |G^| ^ |L| < . # . 
Clearly, cj> induces an epimorphism Gtf -» H/Gt<f>. Since / / is c&, G^ is a 
direct sum of cyclic groups, so 4.7 applies and gives H = Hi ® H2, with 
Hi a subgroup of Gtcf> and |J72| ^ | # /G^ | ^ |G,,| < ^T. Hence, i ^ G<T 
since G, e <£", and H2 e <g' by (3.18); therefore, He <%' as required. 

Corollary 3.19 follows immediately from 3.17. 

PROOF 4.9. (proof of 3.20) Let # be the smallest ideal discrete class 
containing all / / rank one groups R with T(R) e S. By 4.5 b) S{^tf) = S 
and by 4.4 and 2.7 <$ consists of all homomorphic images of subgroups of 
direct sums Ri® ••• © Rn of r/rank one groups with r(jR,) e S. If [̂ ] G S, 
then i? = <l//>»<#: «(/?) ^ x(P)>e^ a n d ^ / z = ©^Z( / ( ^) - Hence, 
^conta ins all groups ®{®p Z(pXiip)) with [^] G S. Conversely, suppose 
Te<gt. Then there exist groups H = Ri ® ••• © Rn, K ^ G ^ H, such 
that G/AT ^ T Let L be G-high in H Then i//(G © L) is torsion and 
(G © L)/(K © L) is torsion; hence, H/(K ® L) is torsion. Moreover, G/K 
is embedded in Hj{K ® L). Hence, <$t consists of all subgroups of torsion 
homomorphic images of groups H = Ri® ••• © Rn. Suppose K ^ H 
and # / /Hs torsion. Then K f| ^ # 0 for all i, and ©,•/*,•/(£ f| Ä,-) maps 
homorphically onto 77/#. But ^•/(Ä' fi ^ ) = © ^ ( P * ^ ) for some % with 
[̂ ] G 5*. Since homomorphic images and subgroups of groups of type 
®i®pZ(pXiip)) are of the same type, the lemma is proved. 

5. Remarks. Bowman [2] describes the closure properties of discrete and 
ideal discrete classes ([2], Propositions 2.6 and 2.7). He discusses the large 
subgroup topology (the topology described in 2.8), and observes that it is 
not a minimal functorial topology. For the rest he develops a subfunctor 
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ET of Ext for any ideal functorial topology T: ET(C, A) contains those 
exact sequences Q-+A-+B-ÏC-+0 for which TA is the topology 
induced by TB. His main result ([2], Theorem 2.2) states that ET is a proper 
subfunctor of Ext. Janvier [8] develops in detail the categorical properties 
of the category of linear topological abelian groups. He also discusses 
completions and linearly compact and locally linearly compact groups. 
Zeiger [12] describes explicitly the completions for the ideal functorial 
topology corresponding to the discrete class of all finite abelian groups 
(finite index topology). He proves a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the completion topology to coincide with the functorial topology. The 
topologies coincide in special cases only. 

There is some hope that properties of the Z-adic and /7-adic topologies 
can be generalized to ideal functorial topologies. Specifically, it would be 
interesting to study completions and to determine whether the completions 
have special injective properties as is the case with complete Z-adic and 
/7-adic groups. A major problem is the determination of those minimal 
functorial topologies which are "completatile" in the sense that all com
pletions carry the functorial topology. The best results in this direction are 
due to Mines-Oxford [10]. It may also be worthwhile to investigate specific 
functorial topologies. 

A characterization of all discrete classes seems very difficult because of 
the great variety of such classes. 
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